2008 mazda 6 radio

Driving in a vehicle and listening to your favorite music can make your road journey a fun and
exhilarating experience. Your passengers can also get entertained by watching their favorite
film or show. This is why manufacturers try to Used to install a universal single or double DIN
stereo which is approximately 2" or 4" high. Install this pocket into a DIN slot in your stereo for
storage. Holds CD jewel case Expertly crafted from superior materials. This item is for finishing
off ISO-standard custom radio installations. The black ABS plastic ring is trim-to-fit. This
product is made from high-grade materials to meet the strictest standards Black ABS plastic
Includes three sizes â€”. This product is made from high-grade materials to meet the strictest
standards of high Fits standard ISO radios Trim outside to fit dash opening. Used to install a
universal double DIN stereo which is approximately 4" high. Don't strap that CD player under
Designed specifically for the installation of double DIN radios It can be mounted to the top of or
underneath any surface. This product is made from high-grade materials to meet the strictest
standards of high quality. Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this Metra's
product Premium under dash housing fully encloses the unit Quick conversion from 2 shaft to
DIN. Only the finest raw materials and state-of-art technologies are used to produce these vital
mounting and cosmetic solutions that Factory look when complete Finest material for good fit
and durability. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship.
Manufactured from Made to deliver second to none quality and absolute reliability Built from
first-rate materials for one-of-a-kind quality and increased longevity. Only the finest raw
materials and state-of-art technologies are used to produce these vital mounting and cosmetic
solutions that render a vehicle dashboard Up yourself and your tunes over the factory
installation with top-of-the-line audio products from Scosche. Built for just about any kind of
music junkies, Scosche products will help you make your Used to install universal stereos
which is approximately 7" wide by 4" high. Up yourself and your tunes over the factory
installation with top-of-the-line audio products from Designed for certain vehicle applications
and demo board. This kit includes cage, brackets and trim Related Searches. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information partsgeak Contact seller. Visit store.
See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:.
Spokane, Washington, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. If item is returned buyer pays for shipping both ways.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab

Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. I cannot find it, and I am not using the stock stereo. I need those two wires to hook
up. The chart above does "not" represent a stereo wiring connector. Pins 11,13,15,and 17 do not
exist on a - wiring harness. They are indeed empty.. I have the harness and wiring diagram in
front of me. Those pins are on the radio. This messed me up too. Had a blank display until I
thought to try connecting to the radio pins. Worked instantly after doing so. Instructions should
be updated to clarify this. Primary connector. The pin numbers mentioned in the write-up are
correct, it's just not clear that the signal actually comes from the radio itself. Using the above
instructions precisely, you end up creating a harness that plugs into those pins. I did not make
the adapter harness, so I too was confused where to wire the CAN leads into the vehicle. Turns
out they actually get their signal from the radio. I think I ended up just jamming the wires into
the stock harness plug with a small amount of exposed wire touching the pin inside and it has
held up for at least 4 months now. If it ever jiggles loose, I'll have to do something more
permanent. Thanks again Glad to help. This is a great upgrade for our cars, both functionally
and visually. I couldn't stand the look of the silver radio and trim. I picked up my 6 with a
missing radio and a half ass'd metra kit installed so i've been reverse engineering from day one
Does your tablet solution in place of the factory nav system fold away? Ah, sounds like a blast.
Mine was luckily unmolested. Keep wanting to ditch the Bose amp and speakers not loud
enough at high speed with the windows open , but it's fine for now. My tablet setup does not
fold down, but I thought about modifying it to do so, maybe by hinging the tablet to the lid, then
I could fold it back and down. For now, it's easily removed and either stored inside the bin or
taken with me if I have any theft concerns. If you are ultra-bored, here's the thread on
mazda6club. Jamie Anton, so for the red female aftermarket harness, do I Repin it the same way
as I did with the oem connector that will attach to the back of the 08 radio 24 pin connector?
Harold, that sounds correct to me. It has been a while since I did this job so the details are a bit
fuzzy. Plus I've since changed to an aftermarket 2-DIN radio with the Metra dash kit, which is its
own bag of tricks Good luck. I apart from the the colour, do you know if they are any different to
the ones? Also if your head unit doesn't come with the HVAC controls, your old ones are not
compatible. Thanks for the tip, is this the harness you're talking about? Hey, I have used parrot
converter leads and display working completely fine and all buttons are mirroring on display
unit. But the big trouble is that I have no sound. I have got bose speakers Mazda 6 ts2. I have
two lose wires on each end with chrome connectors blue with red stripe and a pink wire. Do I
need to connect them somewhere as the pink wire says mute? Ic3y, so for the red female
aftermarket harness, do I Repin it the same way as I did with the oem connector that will attach
to the back of the 08 radio 24 pin connector? Hi, I'm in the process of doing this conversion and
this is a great guide. I don't suppose you have the bose amplifier wiring details at all? I'm
installing the 6 cd unit and believe it has no internal amp. The speakers and sub are already in
but i don't want to mess up when i fit the main unit. Many thanks, Andy. Do I have to have an
display or may I use the display already in my vehicle? How may I wire that to the harness. I was
unsuccessful wiring the display to the radio. Only thing that displayed was the clock. I am
highly interested in doing this change I have an 04 Mazda 6 wagon.. Thank you. I love it, radio
looks great and modern. Everything sounds the same as before, all controls work and no the CD
does not lose sound on either side. If you are having that problem, it's your CD or the radio.
Sounds like that is what I will be doing then. And yours was a Bose system too if I recall? Have
any pics of the final install with the shift plate back in, and all lights on? Hard thing is trying to
find all those parts.. Which particular model is the one I should be looking for? Does that Parrot
kit have all the wires I need instead of getting computer case wires? Any other advice or info
would be greatly appreciated! Thx and cheers. So have all the parts coming to me as I write,
this.. I did what Oliver suggested and got that Parrot kit, plus your trick of computer case wires.
So as long as everything else shows up in good order, this should be fun. I just want to know if i
am replacing the stock stereo in my mazda 6 with an aftermarket stereo and i buy an adapter to
connect the original jack to the new stereo, would this affect my lcd screen at all other than the
radio functions not displaying on it. In other words, does the jack that connects to my lcd
screen come out of the original harness or is there a seperate port at the back of the original
stereo specifically for the jack coming out of the lcd screen? I have read the guid 5 times and i
am planing to do this but is it possible to keep the radio and only change the display to an 08
one? His guide is very good, but I used a few other diagram sites as well.. I personally bought
the "Parrot kit" that Oliver Lewis mentioned above.. I got rid of the ones I did not need and
basically connected the colors to colors I also used the computer case wires trick IC3Y used.. I
reccomend looking online for other wiring diagrams if you can't figure out this one.. And 10
controls your amps. As for keeping the 04 radio and change the display to an The subject of

Radio OEM and aftermarket repair has been covered intensively by the world press over the
past decade. I find myself constantly drawn back to the subject of Radio OEM and aftermarket
repair. While it is becoming a hot topic for debate, there are just not enough blues songs written
about Radio OEM and aftermarket repair. The juxtapositioning of Radio OEM and aftermarket
repair with fundamental economic, social and political strategic conflict draws criticism from
the easily lead, trapped by their infamous history. I'm guessing you aren't in USA? I'm sure
there is an extra wire that needs to be spliced into the harness to get your feature to work. My
car is an 04 bose and i installed a 06 non bose. Radio and display turns on and display the
stations Any help? This would most likely be the power feed to the bose relay under the hood
not being connected. And will I need to replace any wires if its possible to change only the
panel with the CD player. My mazda is and without BOSE. Thank u. Hey there, I have a mazda
atenza mazda6 japanese version and i managed to hook up my aftermarket double din head unit
without problems but when i tried to connect my info display connector to the radio harness I
didn't succeed. I know it has a 16 pin connector not like the 10 pin connector in the models so i
just basically used this site to wire as many wires as i can and i did have some leftover but i
gave it a shot and didn't succeed so can anyone please show or tell me how to wire a info
display connector to my 04 radio harness? Do the ac and heat control buttons light up red on
the newer models as they did on the 03? Swaped my 16 pin hud with same 16 pin hud now radio
or cd player wont come on buttons on radio panel wont do anything only time and 3 dashes
display left side of radio lights wont comeon inserted cd radio came on cdplayer plays display
shows radio station and cd track numbers time and still shows 3 dashes on left hud.
Disconected radio for 2 minutes saw this on a forum says comm needs to be reset pluged
battery back in now nothing works no steering controll no buttons only time and and 3 dashes
on hud and now cd is in player cant push any buttons to get it out replaced all fuses none were
blown but still replaced still samething need help i dont want to take it to mazda they prob
gonna tell me that it need a whole radio unit is bad but it played before trying to reset the comm
what ever that is need help please my wifes car she is very unhappy with me so i need help so i
dont have to hear her coplaining all day long thnks bros. Euro or cars with navigation will not
work with your car if it doesn't have navigation, etc. Good luck! I have year non bose mazda 6. I
removed the original non bose player I tried to connect it like the photos above Life or search
for Najl Emina Dzeno. Excellent information and facts. Only real difficulty I was basically
receiving was viewing the pics. No idea exactly why. Just made this swap, but now my HVAC is
acting weird. The controls are backwards Turning it off puts the air on full cold and full blast.
Any ideas? I am planning to do this swap on my 04 Mazda 6. I know that you spoke extensively
above about how to determine which stereo to purchase, but there are like seven different
options and most listed on Ebay just give a part number. Does anyone know which stereo part
number I should use for a six disc Bose stereo, with steering wheel controls? Also would it be a
six or 7 speaker set up? I am pretty sure it is 7, but don't want to purchase the wrong deck. Any
help would be greatly appreciated! I too need this information! So hard to determine based on
all the different part numbers you see on ebay, which seem to have changed year to year. There
can be 3 different part numbers on the same radio. So odd. I think I found a good one though,
just paid for it on ebay! Wish me luck with the install next week Matt Stutenberg Ebay search I
have one stereo for sale not BOSE tested works. This would be a huge project. You would need
the external Bose amp goes under the front passenger seat , the Bose speakers for each door,
then the Bose subwoofer and amp if you wanted the 7th speaker too. As for the HVAC, you
might need to replace the entire unit to have it work with automatic controls rather than manual.
You'd honestly be better off trading your car for a newer one with more options! How to make a
display of the radio a Little bit darker after turned on the light? Fantastic write up! Sadly though
I'm not getting any audio even though everything else seems to work as it should. The car is a
with Bose and the radio and display are out of an with Bose. I have also tried another radio and
still no audio. Anyone got any ideas? Hi there, any chance you can upload the photos again? I
can only see one photo in this tutorial. Can you remove the non bose radio and lcd from a
Mazda 6 and put both into a Mazda 6? I disconnected the LCD and now can't find where it
connects to the radio. Hello,is it possible to just upgrade the radio unit? I have a ,no bose,no
navigation Purchased a 06 black panel with 6cd changer,i didnt read anything about upgrading
so i just purchased the newer model,so you know al the problems that im having now,my
question is can i just attach the radio unit of the new black model to my older silver panel? Hey,
I used parrot converter leads and followed the diagram above. Everything works fine on display
all buttons are working including climate controls. All the buttons are mirrored on display but
the only trouble is I have no sound. I have got mazda 6 ts2 2. Can anyone help please? I have
mazda 6 , non-bose, no navigation, no cd changer :D I did everything by this tutorial and
everything work fine! AV consume, time, reming, Thanks for this tutorial, very helpful! Hi there,

I'm interested into this project. Does your unit come with HVAC or are they manual knobs? I
have manual knobs on mine and I want to know what's feasable non-bose too, quite similar, no
navi neither, and no cd changer too. Thanks For Sharing information Contact Us:- Yeah I'll
check it out tonight and put a link to the folder on photobucket. Thanks for the tutorial. I'm
trying to view your photobucket page that you linked at the top and it is showing the same 3rd
party hosting "gauge" picture when I go there after clicking on the image. I've known about the
broken links for blogs and other sites, but it would seem to me that I should be able to see the
photos on your page at photobucket's site. Is that also now broken? Thank you very much for
the information provided! I was looking for this data for a long time, but I was not able to find
the trusted source. Thank you for sharing information. Cash For Unwanted Car Brisbane. Im
trying to do the same thing with a mazda 3 stereo swap. Donor 08 radio into recieving 04 car.
Would you happen to know if the procedure and wiring are the same? Is it possible to switch
the auto climate controls to manual on the newer radio? I cant find a bose stereo with manual
climate controls. Any help would be appreciated thanks. I have the radio and display. I still have
my stock display too. I did this the other day and it helps tremendously to be able to find the
hazard switch more easily. I never understood why they decided to make everything all one
color on the console face. This is Very very nice article. Everyone should read. Thanks for
sharing. Do you know your hidden name meaning? Click here to find your hidden name
meaning. Which one is much more better, Mazda 3 or Mazda 6? Mazda 3. Great literally it's an
amazing post I have ever seen please allow me to get your feed to keep up to date with your
valuable quality posts. Pages Home. However, if you do this, you'll also need to swap out the
stereo with the newer as well. Have a problem, question or comment? Let me know below. Email
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Clock is supposed to read "". Activate Your Service. Schedule a service appointment for your
vehicle. Find your nearest service dealer to schedule an appointment. Mazda Full Circle Service
is a comprehensive, "no-surprises" approach to your car's maintenance. You'll also get an
easy-to-read report card that details anything on your car in need of attention or that may need
attention in the future. For unsurpassed quality, fit, finish, appearance, corrosion resistance,
safety and warranty coverage, always go with Genuine Mazda Parts. They are specifically
designed and engineered for your Mazda vehicle-no one but you will know they've been
replaced. Genuine Mazda Body Parts are manufactured from the same blueprints and equivalent
dies, tools and molds as the parts installed at the factory. The result is sheet-metal components
that fit perfectly so you don't see excessive gaps or misaligned panels. Ride quality and
performance depend largely on your tires, and not all tires are created equal. Every original
equipment tire has been rated by Mazda to be the best available for your specific model and
driving needs. Whether you need all-season or all-terrain tires, your Mazda Dealer will find the
right tires for you. The tread on your tires can tell you more than how many miles you've
logged. Worn tires should be replaced when the tires' tread wear bar meets the tread. Have your
tires inspected regularly, and do not drive on a damaged tire or wheel. Visit your authorized
Mazda Dealer for a Full Circle Service inspection to check the wear of your tires for your safety
and to maintain your vehicle's best performance. Genuine Mazda brakes make sure you stop

smoothly. Designed for specific Mazda models, we ensure that they're the highest-quality
brakes available. Aftermarket brakes can be as unpredictable as the road you're driving on.
Genuine Mazda brake pads have an advantage in braking effectiveness. To keep brake
performance at its optimum level, an inspection every six months is recommended. Because
brake pads and shoes are hidden behind the wheels, calipers or drums, you cannot easily see
how much wear they have. Nothing turns on your Mazda like Mazda high-performance batteries.
To maintain a reliable, corrosion-free battery with lots of powerful cold-cranking amps and
reserve capacity, have your battery periodically checked by a Mazda Dealer. They are
specifically designed and engineered for your Mazda vehicleâ€”no one but you will know
they've been replaced. The result is sheet metal components that fit perfectly so you don't see
excessive gaps or misaligned panels. Every new Mazda comes with a limited warranty that
provides coverage in the unlikely event a repair is needed in the first years of ownership. Exact
details are in your warranty information booklet, but rest-assured, we'll be right there with you.
Along with your warranty coverage, Mazda provides hour Emergency Roadside Assistance for
specific warranties, so the only thing you will need to do is enjoy the drive. We engineered your
Mazda to be driven. We designed Mazda Roadside Assistance to make sure nothing stands
between you and the drive. We want you to drive confidently with your in-vehicle navigation
device and be familiar with the infotainment system. Mazda CX If you decide to continue service
after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you
will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes
apply. To cancel you must call SiriusXM at All fees and programming subject to change. Current
information and features may not be available in all locations. Some features may require
cellular or Wi-Fi service; some features may be locked out while the vehicle is in motion. Not all
features are compatible with all phones. Message and data rates may apply. Vehicle shown may
be priced higher. Actual dealer price will vary. See dealer for complete details. Certified
Pre-Owned Find a Dealer. Certified Pre-Owned. Explore Build. Mazda3 Sedan. Mazda3
Hatchback. Mazda MX-5 Miata. Future Vehicles. Learn More. Shopping Tools. Already know the
car you want? Let us help you get a quote. Request A Quote. Why Mazda. Experience
Motorsports Partnerships. Improving the lives of drivers, by creating a better vehicle. Explore
Feel Alive. Overview How To Use. Recalls FAQ. Service Parts Accessories Mazda Collection. Go
to MyMazda to enjoy the full benefits of being a Mazda Owner. Your Location Zip Code Invalid.
How To Use. Select the year and model of your vehicle to get started. Year Find Vehicle. Please
note: Manuals refer to Mazda U. Service Parts. Service Schedule S
automotive repair manual software
wrx subwoofer
ls1 swap wiring instructions
ervice Schedule a service appointment for your vehicle. Parts Tires Get original Mazda
equipment tires, the best tires for your vehicle. Parts Brakes Stop smoothly and safely with the
highest-quality brakes available. Parts High-Performance Batteries Discover exceptional
cold-cranking amps and reserve-capacity ratings. Schedule Service Schedule a service
appointment for your vehicle. Schedule Service. Genuine Mazda Parts For unsurpassed quality,
fit, finish, appearance, corrosion resistance, safety and warranty coverage, always go with
Genuine Mazda Parts. Genuine Mazda Body Parts Genuine Mazda Body Parts are manufactured
from the same blueprints and equivalent dies, tools and molds as the parts installed at the
factory. Note: Measure tread depth away from the tread-wear bar. Please refer to your tire
warranty guide for additional information. Lifetime Limited Warranty. Customize your Mazda
inside and out. Search for recall information by your VIN. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

